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About Us

If you are looking for a dentist who is uniquely qualified to restore the natural beauty and function of your smile, you have come to the right place. In fact, Dr. Johnson is one of only six Board Certified Prosthodontists in San Diego County. And, he is the most experienced.

This is important because prosthodontists are the recognized experts in the restoration of broken, worn and missing teeth, and Dr. Johnson is the leader of this group. He loves what he does and his passion for excellence has earned him a stellar reputation over 30 years of helping patients just like you.

More about San Diego Dentures & Implant Specialists
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Our patients say


“I went to Dr.Johnson with worn out & broken full mouth acrylic prosthetics. They meticulously fitted & installed a new Zirconia set of teeth. Big difference in appearance & confidence. They also schedule appointments separately, no waiting and very discrete. Linda & Donna are very caring and attentive. Excellent experience."
David L




“Dr. Peter Johnson replaced my aging dentures and they are perfect. He is meticulous and made sure the dentures fit just right. Now my bite is improved and these dentures are much more comfortable than the old ones. I highly recommend Dr. Johnson. Thank you to Donna and Linda for your help."

Mr. L




“Dr. Johnson is a true professional. Before choosing who to go to I found out there are only a handful of prosthodontists in San Diego County. I chose the best because Dr. Johnson is very considerate and put in the extra care to make sure I was happy with the outcome. He is truly an expert at all he does. His whole staff is excellent, and his office manager Donna makes you feel comfortable the minute you walk through the door. She goes out of her way to make you feel special. I highly recommend Dr. Johnson and his staff for the best service available."
Elaine H




“I don't normally write reviews but I want to publicly recognize Dr. Peter Johnson's knowledge and skill and to share my positive experience with his team. Before I became a patient at SDDIS, I had long-standing problems with my prosthetic teeth. Under Dr. Johnson's care, my problem was solved and I finally feel that I have properly aligned jaws and effective full dental implants. I am completely satisfied with the care I receive from Dr. Johnson and his team!"
Michael V




“Dr. Johnson is very caring and professional. He immediately made me feel comfortable and really listened to my concerns. One week after using my nighttime bite guard, I already had marked improvement and one month later, the alignment of my bite continues to improve and my pain continues to decrease. I am trying to avoid oral surgery for as long as possible and Dr. Johnson is definitely helping me to do so. I highly recommend Dr. Johnson!"
Jenny M




“I had a great experience at Dr. Johnson's office for sleep apnea. His expertise was impressive and he was thorough and attentive. My sleep apnea problem is now cured - he fitted a device for inside my mouth that pulls my jaw out while I sleep. Amazing! The staff and Donna, the front desk/scheduler, were friendly and more than accommodating. I highly recommend Dr. Peter Johnson - he is very professional and truly a nice person. Thumbs up!"
Paige R







  






	
		

	




Meet the doctor

Peter F. Johnson, DMD


He received his Doctor of Medical Dentistry degree from the University of Pennsylvania, School of Dental Medicine and successfully completed an Internship at the Philadelphia Naval Hospital. Dr. Johnson's passion for dentistry has always inspired him to go above and beyond both in education and in training. As a result, he continued his dental education for two additional years, earning a Prosthodontic Certificate from the School of Dentistry at the University of Southern California. 


More about Dr. Peter F. Johnson














  


La Mesa, CA Prosthodontist

With You from Start to Finish

At our practice, you are a VIP. Often, we work with only one patient at a time, and Dr. Johnson is your guide from initial consultation to completion of your treatment, based on his additional prosthodontic specialization and his treatment concentration and experience in this area of dentistry. He takes great care to develop a plan for your smile. In turn, he answers all your questions and actually does much of the clinical and laboratory work himself. His close-knit team is composed of recognized experts who are unified in providing you with a smile that exceeds expectations.

A general dentist can usually provide the care you need if your teeth and gums are strong and healthy. However, working with a prosthodontist might be in your best interest if you are missing one or more teeth or suffer from decay, excessive wear or dental-related pain. You see, this is what we do. Prosthodontists have completed at least three years of additional training (beyond dental school) to become specialists in esthetic restoration and teeth replacement. 

There are around 30 prosthodontists in San Diego County, and they have unmatched expertise in creating beautiful, functional smiles with dental implants, crowns and bridges, porcelain veneers, dentures and other treatment options. To take things one step further, a handful of prosthodontists have gone through an extensive process to become board-certified. In fact, Dr. Johnson is one of only six Board Certified Prosthodontists in San Diego County.


  







Services


Dental Crowns
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A dental crown is a type of restoration that is designed to fit over a damaged or compromised tooth. If a tooth has fractured, broken or has been recently root...

More about Dental Crowns






Dental Bridges
[image: ]
A dental bridge is a restoration that helps to replace one or more missing natural teeth. The bridge attaches permanently to surrounding teeth, so it won't need to be...

More about Dental Bridges






Dental Implant Restorations
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A dental implant is specifically designed to replace one or more teeth within your mouth. Implants are often made of titanium, and they are surgically inserted into the jawbone.

More about Dental Implant Restoration






All-on-X Dental Implants
[image: ]
All-on-X technology refers to placing four or more strategically planned implants to keep a denture in place. This prevents the need for more than just four implants to be used and all of the implants can be placed in one or two appointments.



More about All-on-X Dental Implants






  




Want to request an appointment?
Contact us to schedule
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5565 Grossmont Center Drive, Suite 1-110, La Mesa, CA 91942Monday: 9am - 5pm
(Closed 12 PM -1 PM)
Tuesday: 9am - 5pm
(Closed 12 PM -1 PM)
Wednesday: 9am - 12pm
Thursday: 9am - 5pm
(Closed 12 PM -1 PM)
Friday: 9am - 12pm
Saturday & Sunday: Closed
619-463-3737office@sddis.com
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Prosthodontic ServicesProsthetic Dentistry
Full Mouth Reconstructions
Dental Crowns
Same Day Dentures
Oral Cancer Screening
Maxillofacial Prosthetics
Implant Bridges
All-on-X Dental Implants
Dental Implant Restoration
Dental Implants
Ectodermal Dysplasias
Dental Prosthetic Lab
Full & Partial Dentures



Cosmetic DentistryCosmetic Dentistry
Crowns
Smile Makeovers
Teeth Whitening
Veneers



OtherTMJ Therapy
Sleep Apnea Treatment
Occlusal Mouthguards
Sports Mouthguards
Dental Cleanings
Dental Emergencies
Dental Fillings
Dental X-rays
General Dentistry
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